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The value of a blended ton recyclables in the Northeast surged during the second quarter of this
year, driven by price increases for many different materials.

The Northeast Recycling Council’s (NERC) latest quarterly survey of MRFs in the region showed the
value of a blended ton of recyclables was $125.13 during the second quarter, up 144% year over year
and 41% from the first quarter of 2021. That number includes the negative value of residuals, which
must be disposed of.

Not counting residuals, the value of a blended ton was $134.26, up 125% from the prior-year period
and 35% from the first quarter.

“Values for most commodities processed at residential MRFs … continued to rise dramatically this
quarter, a continuation of a trend that began in the last quarter of 2020,” according to NERC’s report.

The survey also asks MRFs about their processing costs, which averaged about $78 per ton during
the April-June timeframe. That was down 16% year over year and down 10% from the first quarter.

Data for the second-quarter 2021 survey came from 16 MRFs in 10 states, including single-stream,
dual-stream and source-separated facilities.

North America’s largest residential garbage and recyclables haulers have also reported skyrocketing
recycling revenues this year.

In NERC’s blended ton calculation, OCC and mixed paper together make up over half of the weight of
a ton of recyclables, meaning pricing changes for those materials has a big impact on MRFs’
finances. And, according to data compiled by RecyclingMarkets.net, OCC and mixed paper prices
have been soaring. As of August, OCC averaged $161 across the U.S., up from $57 a year earlier, and
mixed paper averaged $93 last month, up from $13 a year earlier. But other materials have also
been increasing, as well, including UBCs, PET and HDPE.
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OCC prices reflect global demand for containerboard
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Stronger markets lift recycling revenues for major haulers
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The latest recycling industry news

California bill deems some exports
‘disposal’
California lawmakers have approved a bill that
would no longer allow scrap plastic that is
exported to be considered recycled. The
legislation now heads to the governor for
final consideration.

Editorial analysis: Population change will
affect recycling
The release of the U.S. census for the
decade of 2010 to 2020 points to important
ways municipal recycling initiatives will
change in the coming years. An assessment
points to five key trends that will affect
materials recovery efforts.

Walmart boosts its North American
recycled plastic usage
Walmart has increased the percentage of
post-consumer resin used in its private label
packaging in North America, but the number
is flat globally.

Our top stories from August 2021
Readers were drawn to articles about the
country’s second producer responsibility law
for packaging, as well as coverage of our
Program of the Year awards, cart tagging and
more.

MRFs face ‘brunt of the negative impact’
from battery fires
Lithium-ion battery fires are affecting all
types of waste management and recycling
facilities. But the U.S. EPA recently concluded
that the municipal recycling sector has it
worse than others.

In My Opinion: A new way forward for
packaging EPR
Recycle Hawaii’s executive director reflects
on product stewardship discussions at the
Resource Recycling Conference and suggests
“transitional EPR” as a way to find consensus
among stakeholders.

Women in Circularity: Stacy Savage
In this monthly series, we spotlight women
moving us toward a circular economy. Today,
we meet Stacy Savage of Zero Waste
Strategies.
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